
PRIVACY 

The safeguard of the confidentiality of the personal data constitutes for B.P.S. Snc preparations. a 
engagement head physician; for such reason our activities Web come in agreement with managed the laws 
on the protection and the emergency of the data. The present document, called " Privacy Policy" , it 
contains relative information to the collection and the management of the relative data to the customers 
from Blue-engineering S.r.l. This Policy could be modified or dawned in order to adapt to the characteristics 
of the services offers from B.P.S. Snc preparations. According to dell' art.13 of the D.Lgs. 196/2003 how 
much is declared follows. 1. Collection and I use of the personal data We collect two kinds of regarding 
information the profile of our visitors: personal information (name, society, address email, etc) supplied to 
us voluntarily dall' additional customer, and information (number of visitors that record themselves on our 
site, pages which approach, etc.). The treatment that will come completed on the supplied personal data 
will be able to comprise the following activities: collection, recording, organization, conservation, 
elaboration, modification, communication, cancellation and destruction. The purpose of the treatment has 
the single scope of being able to distribute our performances of services and to concur the necessary 
management, beyond l' activity exercise that they comprise a tito it esemplificativo: 1. elaboration of data 
for inner statistics; 2. operating activities for the inner management. The compilation of modules, (form) or 
l' shipment of messages by means of the www.bpsallestimenti.com site and www.bpsallestimenti.it it 
involves the consent to the treatment of the supplied personal data and for the cited purposes over. The 
information that will come collections through the several modules of iscizione to services of www. 
bpsallestimenti .com /.it will be dealt, protect and controlled, in the respect of the safeguards measures, 
with means in a position to preventing the risk of loss or destruction, access non-authorized or treatment 
not concurred, that is lesion all' integrity or to the confidentiality of the data. B.P.S. Snc preparations. the 
faculty is reserved to supply the data collected to subjects thirds party, to it legacies for services of 
management, maintenance and operation of its Internet site beyond that for inner requirements and 
ottemperanza to law obligation. The thirds party thus characterized, however, it weighs on the prohibition 
to use the information, which they can approach (the aim to supply the listed services over), for fine 
various from the supply of the same service. 2. Emergency in the transmission of the data In ottemperanza 
to how much demanded disciplining technician in matter of minimal measures of emergency (Artt. from 33 
to 36 of the code on the Privacy), the site of B.P.S. Snc preparations. it has put in existence physical, 
electronic and manageriali procedures in order to safeguard and to assure the emergency of the 
information that l' customer has supplied on linens, from loss, uses improper or wrong let alone from 
alteration.


